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Disclaimer
This document contains description of the TechTIDE project findings, work and products. Certain
parts of it might be under partner Intellectual Property Right (IPR) rules so, prior to using its content
please contact the Project Coordinator (Dr Anna Belehaki, belehaki@noa.gr) for approval.
In case you believe that this document harms in any way IPR held by you as a person or as a
representative of an entity, please do notify us immediately.
The authors of this document have taken all reasonable measures in order for its content to be
accurate, consistent and lawful. However, neither the project consortium as a whole nor the
individual partners that implicitly or explicitly participated in the creation and publication of this
document hold any sort of responsibility that might occur as a result of using its content.
This publication has been produced with the assistance of the European Union. The content of this
publication is the sole responsibility of the TechTIDE consortium and can in no way be taken to
reflect the views of the European Union.
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Executive Summary
The report provides the specifications of the TechTIDE warning system, driven from WP1
(users' requirements and system requirements), WP2 (design of algorithms development
and upgrades), WP3 (Design of additional parameters required for the TID activity report).
The report is structured as follows:
a) An analytical description of the architecture of the warning system;
b) An analysis of the User Interface Layer and a description of the tools developed and
designed for the first TechTIDE warning system prototype, with the privileges of the
registered and non-registered users;
c) The interoperability requirements between the central TechTIDE and the service and
data providers with an analytical description of the data sets that the TechTIDE will
process, and the schema of the central database.
The system will be powered by open source software for OS, web sites, data interfaces,
databases, registries and usage monitoring, and adopt the Open Science policies, whenever
possible.

1 Introduction
TechTIDE Warning System is determined to be a distributed IT system with the main TID
detection codes running in the partners’ nodes and the data required for the TID activity
report to be transferred from the partners and external providers. The system will apply the
open science policies. Users will have access to the TechTIDE services in real-time (as soon as
the results are available from the nodes). All parameters and model results will be kept in an
archive, giving users the option to send requests and download historical records for postprocessing analysis.
The specifications of the TechTIDE Warning System are derived by the users’ requirements,
as they were specified in D.1.2. In the following sections of this document, we present a
detailed description of the TechTIDE architecture, the Web TechTIDE Interface, the TechTIDE
Warning System Interface, the Data Collection mechanisms and the Database Schema, as
well as the communication mechanism between the Warning System Interface and the
Database.
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2 Requirements of the TechTIDE Warning System
The system requirements are driven by the users' initial requirements and by the community
standards. This section describes the requirements based on the participants experience
from the operation of ionospheric specification and Space Weather prediction systems
(NOA/DIAS, NOA/NetTIDE, DLR/SWACI), from the development of Space Weather services
for the ESA SSA Programme and the coordination of the Ionospheric Expert Service Center
(DLR) and from the development of large e-infrastructure projects (NOA as a scientific
manager of the ESPAS). In Table 1, the functional and non-functional requirements for the
TechTIDE Warning System are shown.
Table 1: The System Requirements for the TechTIDE Warning System.
Functional Requirements

Non-Functional Requirements

Provide alarms

Legal and Regulatory

Provide products

Performance

Provide archived data

Security

Manage Database
Data exchange functionalities
Provide system reports
Provide website
Manage Users

2.1 Functional Requirements
2.1.1 Provide alarms
✓ The system shall be able to disseminate alarms via email and TechTIDE twitter profile
in near real time automatically.
✓ The system shall be able to send cancellation emails or TechTIDE twitter profile to
revoke alarms.
✓ The system shall show simple scale warnings (e.g. green, amber or red).

2.1.2 Provide products
✓ The system shall include products from provider.
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✓ The system shall deliver defined products to the user.
✓ The system shall retrieve, handle and provide product metadata.

2.1.3 Provide archived data
✓ The system shall provide a dedicated archive containing all products to the users.
✓ All products shall be stored in human-readable files.
✓ The Archive shall provide sufficient storage space to archive at least all listed
products considering the specified time period and other given specifications.

2.1.4 Manage database
✓ The system shall maintain a system database.
✓ The system shall implement a filename convention, metadata convention and File
Search.
✓ The system shall provide a possibility for add, remove and correct data and
metadata.

2.1.5 Data exchange functionalities
✓ The system shall provide a functionality to fetch products from providers.
✓ The system shall be able to handle by the provider uploaded data to the TechTIDE
system.

2.1.6 Provide system reports
✓ The system shall be able to report the timeliness of the provided data to document
the near real time capability.
✓ The system shall provide a report on the timeliness of the data provision in the
TechTIDE online system.

2.1.7 Provide website
✓ The system shall provide TechTIDE information and warnings by means of dedicated
website.
✓ The website shall differentiate products targeting different user communities like HF,
EGNOS and N-RTK. The website can include for common information a general
section.
✓ The website shall provide graphical presentation of each product.
✓ The website shall provide a user registration.
✓ The website shall provide User guide describing the generation, interpretation, usage
and formats of the output products and shall provide a clear path to contact
TechTIDE team by email. The website shall provide information and links on where to
7
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find all measurements used as system inputs. The website shall inform when the data
on the website was last updated.
✓ The website shall provide the means to collect users’ feedback.
✓ The website shall provide functionality for registered users to select a subset of
warnings and forecasts, which they want to receive automatically.

2.1.8 Manage users
✓ The system should provide a possibility to add and remove user.
✓ The system should provide user authorization functionality.
✓ The system should provide user authentication functionality.
✓ The system should allow the user to configure the alerts he wants to receive.

2.2 Non-Functional Requirements
2.2.1 Legal and Regulatory
✓ All data and final products shall be delivered by open access.
✓ All data, final products, and publications shall be fulfill the rules of open science
policy for access and re-use.

2.2.2 Performance
✓ The operational availability of the system should be better than 99% per year.
✓ For aviation, the operational availability of the system shall be better than 99.9% per
year.
✓ The maximum contiguous downtime of the service should be less than 5 minutes
with the exception of scheduled maintenance
✓ The service unavailability information delay should be in a minimum delay and within
a maximum of 1 hour from the start of the unavailability.
✓ The service recovery information delay should have a minimum delay and within a
maximum of 1 hour from the end of the unavailability.
✓ All products (Appendix 2 Product Specification) shall be provided for at least the past
6 month.
✓ The time range of archived data should be from the oldest date of data to most
recent.
✓ The system should provide near real-time data less than 5 minutes after completion
of measurements.
✓ The time between completion of measurements and product archive should be less
than 2 days.
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✓ The time between forecasted time and product provision should be at least 15
minutes up to 3 days.

2.2.3 Security
✓ The protection of data and information should comply with good scientific practice in
accordance with recognized recommendations for action. According to the European
law the protection of the website against manipulation by third parties is important
for data and information security.
✓ The system should secure personal and other user data against hacking in accordance
with federal and EU laws.
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3 Prototype Architecture
In this section, we provide a short description of the TechTIDE architecture. The main
characteristics of the system are:
•

File and data collection and storage to the Physical Disk Space (PDS - Buffer)
o Files and data collected from the partners or external providers
o Products produced from TID detection nodes (WP2)
o TID activity metrics (WP3)

•

Data extraction to be stored to the Database
o Determination of the characteristics to be extracted from each data file or
product file that is delivered to PDS - Buffer, in order to be stored to the
Database

•

Web user interface
o The web user interface of the TechTIDE Warning System communicates with
the Database, in order to provide searching, visualization and downloading
services to the users.

The following figure (Figure 1) displays the whole TechTIDE architecture.

Figure 1: A High level TechTIDE prototype architecture
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Observations from external providers/partners: Files and data will be collected such as
Geomagnetic and Solar Indices, TEC maps, Digisonde parameters and Troposheric Stratospheric events and data (see section 6 for details). All these files will be stored to the
PDS – Buffer.
Net-TIDE: Data produced by the HF-TID method will be retrieved from the Net-TIDE system
and stored to the PDS – Buffer of TechTIDE system (see section 6 for details).
TaD 3D-EDD mapping of electron density: Data produced by the TaD 3D-EDD method will be
also stored to the PDS – Buffer of TechTIDE system (see s section 6 for details).
Other products delivered by partners: Products produced by the rest TID detector
algorithms of the TechTIDE System, such as HF interferometry, Spatial and Temporal GNSS
analysis, GNSS TEC gradients method, HTI method, CDSS TID detector and AATR indicator
will be also stored to the PDS – Buffer of TechTIDE system (see section 6 for details).
Ionospheric background and Data Filtering Algorithm (DFA): Data from ionospheric
background and corrected data from DFA code will be stored to the PDS – Buffer of
TechTIDE system (see section 6 for details).

Figure 2: First and second line algorithms contribute to the TID activity metrics report and warnings.
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Database: In the database of the TechTIDE System will be stored all the necessary
information and data extracted from the collected files.
TID activity metrics: The TID activity metric node will interact with the database, in order to
create the TID activity metrics report and warnings.
Web User Interface: This is associated to the functionality offered to the users. It will
communicate with the database, in order to provide searching for near real time or archive
data, visualization and downloading services to the users.
In Figure 2, the eight TID detection methodologies of TechTIDE are shown in the first line
algorithms. The extracted characteristics from these methods will be combined leading to
the TID results. Moreover, in the second line algorithms of Figure 2, current and forthcoming
geophysical conditions (geospace and atmosphere dynamics drivers) will be also taken into
consideration, along with the TID results of the first line algorithms, in order to derive the
TID activity metrics report and TID warnings in near real time.
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4 Web TechTIDE Interface
The Web TechTIDE Interface of the TechTIDE project can be accessed to the link http://techtide.eu/. In

Figure 3, the first page of the TechTIDE project interface is shown.
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Figure 3: The first page of the Web TechTIDE Project interface.

4.1 Login procedure
The login is an automatic procedure offered via the Web TechTIDE Interface to the already
registered users, and can be accessed from the initial TechTIDE (see Figure 4). When a user
follows the “User Login” button, he/she is presented with a form that contains the
“username” and “password” fields (Figure 5).

4.2 Registration procedure
In case a user is not an already registered user, he/she can visit the registration form, which
is accessed through the “Registration” link located the “Login” page (Figure 6). When a user
follows the “Registration” link, he/she is presented with the registration form (Figure 7)
which contains some fields for basic information on the identity of the user (email, first
name, last name, country, and affiliation), the user’s credentials (username and password)
and his/her preferences (topic of interest). The abovementioned fields are required from the
user to complete his/her registration. The user may also fill his/her twitter account in the
corresponding filed. Finally, the user has to accept the policy referring on the adopted GDPR
principles. In order to avoid spam and invalid users, we have embedded the reCAPTCHA
service, thus a user has also to click on the label that indicates he/she is not a robot. Finally,
the user presses the “Submit” button and the registration is completed.
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Figure 4: The “User Login” button of the Web TechTIDE Project interface.

Figure 5: The “Login” form of the Web TechTIDE Project interface.
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Figure 6: The “Registration” link of the Web TechTIDE Project interface.

Figure 7: The “Registration” form of the Web TechTIDE Project interface.

At this point, it is necessary to comment on the privileges and the services of a registered
and non-registered user. Specifically, a non-registered user will have access to the public
Web TechTIDE Interface, the TechTIDE Warning System Interface, the TID activity metrics
reports in real-time and he/she will be able to subscribe to our newsletter service. In
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addition to the above privileges of the non-registered user, a registered user will be able to
participate to the discussion Forum (see Figure 11 and also sub-section 4.5). In the
discussion Forum, the user will be able to communicate with other users, ask questions or
give answers to other users. Finally, a registered user will be able to receive warning alerts in
his/her email for specific products that he/she is interested in (see Figure 9 and sub-section
4.4 for more details).

4.3 User profile
Each registered user will have his/her own “User profile” page (Figure 8), containing the
account details that he/she entered to the system through the registration procedure.
Moreover, in the “User profile” page, some options will appear. Specifically, the user will be
able to subscribe/unsubscribe to the TechTIDE Newsletter from his/her “User profile” page.
Moreover, the user will be able to subscribe/unsubscribe to the TechTIDE Warning System
(Figure 9). Through the subscription form of the TechTIDE Warning System, the user will
choose the products that he/she is interested in receiving warning alert notifications in
his/her email. Finally, in the “User profile” page each user will have the ability to totally
delete his/her TechTIDE Account.

Figure 8: The “User profile” page of the Web TechTIDE Project interface.

4.4 Warning alerts via email
As already mentioned, the TechTIDE Warning System will provide to registered users the
ability to receive warning alert notifications via email. At the “User profile” of a registered
user an option “Subscription to the TechTIDE Warning System” will appear, where the user
will be able to choose the products that he/she is interested in receiving warning alert
notifications in his/her email (Figure 9).
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Figure 9: The “User profile” page of the Web TechTIDE Project interface will contain a “Subscribe to TechTIDE
Warning System” option, where the user will choose the products that he/she is interested in receiving
warning alert notifications in his/her email.

4.5 The TechTIDE Discussion Forum

Figure 10: The “TechTIDE Discussion Forum” link of the Web TechTIDE Project interface.
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Figure 11: The “TechTIDE Discussion Forum” page of the Web TechTIDE Project interface.

In Figure 10, it is shown the link on the front page of the Web TechTIDE Interface from
where a user can visit the “TechTIDE Discussion Forum” (Figure 11). Note that only a
registered user is able to participate in the Discussion Forum. In the Discussion Forum, the
user communicates with other users, can ask questions or give answers to questions of other
users.
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5 Warning System Interface
The TechTIDE Warning System Interface is accessible by clicking the “TechTIDE Warning
Services” button that is located on the front page of the Web TechTIDE Project Interface, as
shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12: The “TechTIDE Warning System” link of the Web TechTIDE Project Interface.

After clicking the “TechTIDE Warning Services” button, the user is transferred to the “Home”
page of the TechTIDE Warning System Interface (Figure 13). In the “Home” page, there will
be a short description on what kind of products, data and methods a user can find in this
site. In addition, a separate detailed description of the product/data of each method will be
available in the front page, so the user can be informed in more detail about what he/she is
interested in. In this description, information about the inputs and outputs of each algorithm
will also be given to the user.
In the “Home” page of the Warning System Interface, we plan to give detailed information
on the privileges and services a registered user has compared to a non-registered user. To
this end, services such as warning alert notifications to the user’s email and participation to
the discussion forum will be described here. Also, the user will be encouraged to visit the
“Subscription to TechTIDE Warning System” form (see Figure 9), in order to choose the
products he/she is interested in receiving warning alerts via email.
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Figure 13: The “Home” page of the TechTIDE Warning System Interface.

Figure 14: The “Real-Time Conditions” page of the TechTIDE Warning System Interface.
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The second tab of the Warning System Interface refers to downloading/visualizing data of
Real-Time (RT) conditions (Figure 14). In here, the user has access to the RT TID Activity
Metrics report (TXT file). Moreover, there will be several buttons, each one for each method
code, and the user will press the button of the method code that he/she is interested in. In
this way, the corresponding RT results of the code will appear and the user will have the
ability to download or visualize them.

Figure 15: The “Archive” page of the TechTIDE Warning System Interface.

Finally, the third tab of the Warning System Interface corresponds to the archived data
(Figure 15). Here, the user has access to archived data and a searching service is offered. The
user has to add the method and the product he/she is interested in, then the Day Of Year
(DOY), the Start and End Time and, finally, click the Submit button to get results. The results
will be available for visualization or downloading.
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6 Data Collection and Database Schema
A relational database is a vital part of the backbone server. It stores all the parameters which
are necessary for a smooth and efficient operation of the system. The Figure 16 presents the
TechTIDE database schema with all data tables, their attributes and the relations among
them. In the rest of this section, we present all the database tables, along with their
attributes and a short description for each one of them.

SAO

Description: SAO files [AT138, RL052, DB049, JR055, MO155, NI135,
PQ052, RO041, EB040, SO148, LV12P, MU12K, HE13N, GR13L]

Name

Type

Description

id

INT

Primary key of the table

date

DATETIME

The date & time of the file

DIGISONDE_id INT

ID of the Digisonde

foF2

FLOAT

The foF2 value

hmF2

FLOAT

The hmF2 value

bHsD

FLOAT

The bHsD value

bTEC

FLOAT

The bTEC value

ED_Heigh_txt

CHAR(50)

The path on the external disk of the TXT file that
contains: the electron density per height

DIGISONDE

Description: Digisondes details

Name

Type

Description

id

INT

Primary key of the table

name

CHAR(20)

The name of the Digisonde

country

CHAR(20)

The name of the country of the Digisonde

longitude

FLOAT

The longitude of the location of the Digisonde

latitude

FLOAT

The latitude of the location of the Digisonde

server

CHAR(50)

The name of the server

username

CHAR(20)

The login username for the data server

password

CHAR(20)

The password for the user to login on the data server
of the Digisonde
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CSAO

Description: Corrected SAO files [NOA]

Name

Type

Description

id

INT

Primary key of the table

date

DATETIME

The date & time of the file

DIGISONDE_id INT

ID of the Digisonde

cfoF2

FLOAT

The corrected foF2 value

chmF2

FLOAT

The corrected hmF2 value

cbTEC

FLOAT

The corrected bTEC value

Description: Density over stations (TAD product) [NOA]

DENS_STATION
Name

Type

Description

id

INT

Primary key of the table

date

DATETIME

The date & time of the file

DIGISONDE_id

INT

ID of the Digisonde

kilometers

INT

The kilometers of the observed density

elec_density

FLOAT

The observed density at kilometers km

DETRENDED_DENSITY Description: Detrended values of density over stations
and height of the maximum electron density
perturbation over station (TAD product) [NOA]

Name

Type

Description

id

INT

Primary key of the table

date

DATETIME

The date & time of the file

DIGISONDE_id

INT

ID of the Digisonde

kilometers

INT

The kilometers of the observed
detrended density

d_elec_density

FLOAT

The detrended density at kilometers km

height

FLOAT

The height of the maximum electron
density perturbation
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ED_MAP

Description: Electron density map for Europe/Africa (TAD product)
[NOA]

Name

Type

Description

id

INT

Primary key of the table

date

DATETIME

The date & time of the file

region

CHAR(6)

Europe or Africa

kilometers

INT

The kilometers of the electron density map

path

CHAR(50)

The path on the external disk of the PNG file that
contains: the electron density map at kilometers km

FOF2_HMF2_MAP

Description: Maps of foF2 and hmF2 for European/African
region (TAD product) [NOA]

Name

Type

Description

id

INT

Primary key of the table

date

DATETIME

The date & time of the file

region

CHAR(6)

Europe or Africa

characteristic

CHAR(4)

foF2 or hmF2

kilometers

INT

The kilometers of the foF2/hmF2 map

path

CHAR(50)

The path on the external disk of the PNG file
that contains: the foF2/hmF2 map at
kilometers km

TID_DETECT_LINK

Description: TID detection support data per link (max 5+2
links) [Net-TIDE/NOA]

Name

Type

Description

id

INT

Primary key of the table

date

DATETIME

The date & time of the file

link_tx

CHAR(5)

The transmitter

link_rx

CHAR(5)

The receiver

wave_ampl

FLOAT

The wave amplitude (%)

period

FLOAT

The period (min)

wavelength

FLOAT

The wavelength (km)
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phase_velocity

FLOAT

The phase velocity (m/s)

azimuth

FLOAT

The azimuth (CW)

confidence

FLOAT

The confidence (%)

uncertainty

FLOAT

The uncertainty (%)

Description: TID events catalogue [BGD]

TID_EVENTS_CAT
Name

Type

Description

id

INT

Primary key of the table

date

DATETIME

The date & time of the file

tid_number

FLOAT

The TID number

Description: Text file with TID characteristics

TID_CHARACTERISTICS

(amplitude, Doppler, zenith, azimuth) [NetTIDE/NOA]

Name

Type

Description

id

INT

Primary key of the table

date

DATETIME

The date & time of the file

tid_number

FLOAT

The TID number

path

CHAR(50)

The path on the external disk of the TXT
file that contains: the TID characteristics

TID_ACTIVITY_MAP Description: TID activity map over Europe/Africa with HFTID method [Net-TIDE/NOA]

Name

Type

Description

id

INT

Primary key of the table

date

DATETIME

The date & time of the file

region

CHAR(6)

Europe or Africa

path

CHAR(50)

The path on the external disk of the PNG file
that contains: the TID activity map

FORECAST_KP_INDEX

Description: Forecasted Kp indices (Input for TAD)
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[NOAA]

Name

Type

Description

id

INT

Primary key of the table

date

DATETIME

The date & time of the file

forecasted_time

DATETIME

The day of year and time of forecasted kp
index

kp_index

FLOAT

The forecasted kp index

Description: The real KP index [GFZ Potzdam]

REAL_KP_INDEX
Name

Type

Description

id

INT

Primary key of the table

date

DATETIME

The date & time of the file

doy_time

DATETIME

The day of year and time of real kp index

kp_index

FLOAT

The real kp index

Description: Radio flux (Input for TAD) [NOAA]

RADIO_FLUX
Name

Type

Description

id

INT

Primary key of the table

date

DATETIME

The date & time of the file

rad_flux_107

FLOAT

The radio flux at 10.7cm

Description: The AATR index [UPC]

AATR_INDEX
Name

Type

Description

id

INT

Primary key of the table

date

DATETIME

The date & time of the index

RECEIVER_AATR_id

INT

The ID of the receiver

aatr_index

FLOAT

The AATR index value

RECEIVER_AATR

Description: The AATR receivers details [UPC]
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Name

Type

Description

id

INT

Primary key of the table

name

CHAR(20)

The name of the receiver

country

CHAR(20)

The name of the country of the receiver

longitude

FLOAT

The longitude of the location of the receiver

latitude

FLOAT

The latitude of the location of the receiver

GNSS_MSTID

Description: The amplitudes of the MSTIDs
(mstid_index) for a set of receivers (RECEIVER_AATR_id)
and satellites (satellite) at a rate of 300s [UPC]

Name

Type

Description

id

INT

Primary key of the table

date

DATETIME

The date & time of the index

RECEIVER_AATR_id

INT

The ID of the receiver

satellite

INT

The satellite

arc

INT

mstid_index

FLOAT

longitude

FLOAT

The receiver-transmitter arc of continuous

data
The units of the amplitudes (mstid_index)
are in meters of the geometry-free
combination of GPS signals. It could be
change to a frequency independent signal
as TECUs (0.105 m = 1 TECU).
The longitude of the ionospheric pierce

point (IPP), assuming a ionospheric layer at
350km
The latitude of the ionospheric pierce point

latitude

FLOAT

(IPP), assuming a ionospheric layer at
350km

los_x

FLOAT

First component of the line of sight vector

los_y

FLOAT

Second component of the line of sight vector

los_z

FLOAT

Third component of the line of sight vector

mapping

FLOAT

The mapping assuming a ionospheric layer at
350km

flag

BIT

A flag indicating a possible cycle slip not
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detected (flag>0)

MSTID_NRTK

Name

Description: The MSTID_NRTK index measures the
degradation in navigation that a user will have in the
NRTK [UPC]
Type

Description

id

INT

Primary key of the table

date

DATETIME

The date & time of the index

RECEIVER_AATR_id

INT

The ID of the receiver

degradation

FLOAT

The units of the expected degradation are
in meters.
The Dilution of Precision of the geometry

dop

FLOAT

CDSS_ASCII
Name

used for computing the degradation in
position

Description: The CDSS - ASCI files; spectrograms [IAP]
Type

Description

id

INT

Primary key of the table

date

DATETIME

The date & time of the index

velocity

FLOAT

The apparent horizontal velocity of the

azimuth

FLOAT

The azimuth of the TID propagation
(0..TIDs propagate to the north, 90..TIDs
propagate to the east, etc. )

period_waves

FLOAT

The period of the dominant waves in the
last 90-min interval

FLOAT

The amplitude – plasma oscillation
velocity of the TIDs derived from the
values of the observed Doppler shift (the
information is updated each 15 minute);
TIDs can be detected, if sufficient signal
is recorded at all 3 paths (no spread-F
occurrence)

amplitude

HTI

analyzed TIDs with respect to the ground

Description: The HTI plots and ASCI files [FU]
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Name

Type

Description

id

INT

Primary key of the table

date

DATETIME

The date & time of the index

period

FLOAT

The period of the dominant waves in the
last four-hour interval over Digisonde
(the information is updated every 15
minutes)

DIGISONDE_id

INT

The Digisonde ID

path

CHAR(50)

The path on the external disk of the PLOT
file that contains: the HTI plot

DETRENDED_FOF2_MUF
Name

Description: Detrended values of foF2 and MUF for
each station every 5 minutes [OE]

Type

Description

id

INT

Primary key of the table

date

DATETIME

The date & time of the file

DIGISONDE_id

INT

ID of the Digisonde

recon_pos_id

INT

The reconstructed position ID

real_pos_id

INT

The real position ID

residual_fof2

FLOAT

The residual foF2

recon_fof2

FLOAT

The reconstructed foF2

background_fof2

FLOAT

The background foF2

residual_mufd

FLOAT

The residual MUFD

recon_mufd

FLOAT

The reconstructed MUFD

background_mufd

FLOAT

The background MUFD

path

CHAR(50)

The path on the external disk of the
PLOT file that contains: the ASCII file

TID_DETECT_INFO
Name
id

Description: TID detection information every 5
minutes [OE] ?

Type
INT

Description
Primary key of the table
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date

DATETIME

The date & time of the file

DIGISONDE_id

INT

ID of the Digisonde

station

FLOAT

Station name

flag

BIT

Flag

num_periods

INT

The number of periods

period_id

INT

Period ID

period

FLOAT

Period

power

FLOAT

Power

amplitude

FLOAT

Amplitude

spectra_contribution

FLOAT

Spectral contribution

velocity

FLOAT

Velocity

azimuth

FLOAT

Azimuth

traffic_light

FLOAT

Traffic light

quality_index

FLOAT

Quality index

range_index

FLOAT

Range index

path

CHAR(50)

The path on the external disk of the
PLOT file that contains: the hemisphere
file

PC_INDEX
Name

Description: The real PC index updated in real-time
every 1 minute [Polar Cap Magnetic Index]
Type

Description

id

INT

Primary key of the table

date

DATETIME

The date & time of the file

pcn_index

FLOAT

The

pcs_index

FLOAT

The PCS index

K_INDEX
Name
id

PCN index

Description: The K-index updated every 3 hours [L-IAP]
Type
INT

Description
Primary key of the table
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date

DATETIME

The date & time of the file

k_index

FLOAT

The

K- index
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SAO
PK

CSAO

id: INT
date: DATETIME
DIGISONDE_id: INT
foF2: FLOAT
hmF2: FLOAT
bHsD: FLOAT
bTEC: FLOAT
ED_Heigh_txt: CHAR(50)

PK

id: INT
date: DATETIME
DIGISONDE_id: INT
cfoF2: FLOAT
chmF2: FLOAT
cbTEC: FLOAT

PK

PK

id: INT
date: DATETIME
period: FLOAT
DIGISONDE_id: INT
path: char(50)

TID_DETECT_INFO
PK

id: INT
date: DATETIME
DIGISONDE_id: INT
station: FLOAT
flag: BIT
num_periods: INT
period_id: INT
period: FLOAT
power: FLOAT
amplitude: FLOAT
spectra_contribution:
FLOAT
velocity: FLOAT
azimuth: FLOAT
traffic_light: FLOAT
quality_index: FLOAT
range_index: FLOAT
path: CHAR(50)
PC_INDEX

PK

id: INT
date: DATETIME
DIGISONDE_id: INT
kilometers: INT
d_elec_density: FLOAT
height: FLOAT
PK

FORECAST_KP_INDEX
PK

PK

id: INT
date: DATETIME
region: CHAR(6)
characteristic: CHAR(4)
kilometers: INT
path: CHAR(50)

ED_MAP

id: INT
date: DATETIME
forecasted_time:
DATETIME
kp_index: FLOAT

PK

id: INT
date: DATETIME
DIGISONDE_id: INT
recon_pos_id: INT
real_pos_id: INT
residual_fof2: FLOAT
recon_fof2: FLOAT
background_fof2:
FLOAT
residual_mufd: FLOAT
recon_mufd: FLOAT
background_mufd:
FLOAT
path: CHAR(50)

PK

TECHTIDE_USER

TID_CHARACTERISTICS
PK

PK

PK

id: INT
name: CHAR(20)
country: CHAR(20)
longitude: FLOAT
latitude: FLOAT

id: INT
date: DATETIME
doy_time: DATETIME
kp_index: FLOAT

id: INT
date: DATETIME
velocity: FLOAT
azimuth: FLOAT
period_waves:
FLOAT
amplitude: FLOAT
MSTID_NRTK
PK

id: INT
date: DATETIME
RECEIVER_AATR_id:
INT
degradation: FLOAT
dop: FLOAT

id: INT
date: DATETIME
k_index: FLOAT

TID_EVENTS_CAT
PK

CDSS_ASCII
PK

RECEIVER_AATR
PK

id: INT
date: DATETIME
tid_number:
FLOAT
path: CHAR(50)
K_INDEX

AATR_INDEX

GNSS_MSTID

id: INT
date: DATETIME
region: CHAR(6)
path: CHAR(50)

id: INT
username: CHAR(20)
password: CHAR(20)
first_name: CHAR(50)
last_name: CHAR(50)
email: CHAR(50)
is_online: BIT

id: INT
date: DATETIME
rad_flux_107: FLOAT

id: INT
date: DATETIME
RECEIVER_AATR_id:
INT
aatr_index: FLOAT

id: INT
date: DATETIME
region: CHAR(6)
kilometers: INT
path: CHAR(50)

TID_ACTIVITY_MAP
PK

REAL_KP_INDEX

id: INT
date: DATETIME
pcn_index: FLOAT
pcs_index: FLOAT

id: INT
date: DATETIME
RECEIVER_AATR_id:
INT
satellite_ INT
arc: INT
mstid_index: FLOAT
longitude: FLOAT
latitude: FLOAT
los_x: FLOAT
los_y: FLOAT
los_z: FLOAT
mapping: FLOAT
flag: BIT

PK

DETRENDED_STATION

PK
PK

id: INT
date: DATETIME
DIGISONDE_id: INT
kilometers: INT
elec_density: FLOAT

DETRENDED_FOF2_MUF

id: INT
name: CHAR(20)
country: CHAR(20)
longitude: FLOAT
latitude: FLOAT
server: CHAR(50)
username: CHAR(20)
password: CHAR(20)

RADIO_FLUX
PK

PK

DIGISONDE

HTI

FOF2_HMF2_MAP

DENS_STATION

id: INT
date: DATETIME
tid_number: FLOAT
TID_DETECT_LINK

PK

id: INT
date: DATETIME
link_tx: CHAR(5)
link_rx: CHAR(5)
wave_ampl: FLOAT
period: FLOAT
wavelength: FLOAT
phase_velocity:
FLOAT
azimuth: FLOAT
confidence: FLOAT
uncertainty: FLOAT

Figure 16: TechTIDE Database Schema
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The system will be powered by open source software for OS, web sites, data interfaces,
databases, registries and usage monitoring, and adopt the Open Science policies, whenever
possible.
In the table below, we summarize the software tools that are implemented for the TechTIDE
warning system developments.
OS

CentOS Linux

Web sites

Wordpress

Data Interface

HTML, Python, Django

Database

MySQL

Usage Monitoring

Squid, SquidGuard

Several of the software components presented here have been already developed and
deployed and their overall functionality will be tested in the first TechTIDE warning system
release, due on 30 April 2019.
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7 Abbreviations
Abbreviations

Meaning

3D-EDD

3 Dimensional Electron Density Distribution

AATR

Along Track TEC Rate

BGD

Borealis Global Designs Ltd.

CDSS

Continuous Doppler Sounding System

DFA

Data Filtering Algorithm

DIAS

European Digital Upper Atmosphere Server

DLR

Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt

DOY

Day Of Year

EGNOS

European Geostationary Navigation Overlay Service

ESA

European Space Agency

ESSP

European Satellite Services Provider

EU

European

FU

Frederick University

GFP

German Federal Police

GNSS

Global Navigation Satellite System

HF

High Frequency

IAP

Ustav Fyziky Atmosfery AV CR

IT

Information Technology

JFWCONSULT

Watermann Juergen Friedrich Wilhelm

L-IAP

Leibniz Institute of Atmospheric Physics, Rostock University

N-RTK

Network Real Time Kinematic

Net-TIDE

Pilot Network for TID identification

OE

Observatorio del Ebro Fundacion

PDS

Physical Disk Space

RMI

Institut Royal Meteorolgique de Belgique

RT

Real Time

SANSA

South Africa National Space Agency
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SWACI

Space Weather Application Center - Ionosphere

TaD

TSM-assisted Digisonde

TEC

Total Electron Content

TechTIDE

Technologies for Travelling Ionospheric Disturbances Effects

TID

Travelling Ionospheric Disturbances

TXT

Text file

UPC

Universitat Politecnica de Catalunya

WP

Work Package
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